Abstract
25
The ocean physics involves a multitude of phenomena occurring on multiple scales, from molecular and 26 turbulent processes to decadal variations and climate dynamics. Life takes place in the ocean, from bacteria 27 and plankton cells to fish and mammals. Marine ecosystems also involve multiple phenomena, for example 28 consider plankton blooms, biomass cycles or regime shifts in fish populations. Oceanic processes cover a wide 29 range of space scales, from about 1 mm to 10,000 km, and of time scales, from about 1 s to 100 years and 30 more. Features and properties in the ocean interact over these scales and significant interactions occur pre-31 dominantly over certain ranges of scales, which are usually referred to as scale windows. For example, the
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134 els include uncertainties because the sensors, data collection procedures and relationships among data and 135 dynamical variables, are approximate. The data and measurement models, and the dynamical models, are 136 combined in accord with their prior uncertainty estimates using a DA criterion. This criterion determines 137 how each source of information is weighted. The results of the DA are melded estimates of the ocean state, 138 parameters and/or model structures themselves. These posterior estimates correspond to field estimation, 139 parameter estimation and model estimation, respectively. It is the multivariate relations among model vari-140 ables or observations that form the basis for multivariate DA: i.e., the correction of a property from the mea-141 surement of another. The generic DA problem is summarized as: 142
Dyn. models: d/ i þ u Á r/ i dt À rðK i r/ i Þ dt ¼ B i ð/ 1 ; . . . ; / i ; . . . ; / n Þ dt þ dg i ð1aÞ
Param. eqns.: dP ' ¼ C ' ð/ 1 ; . . . ; / i ; . . . ; / n ; P ' Þ dt þ df ' ð1bÞ
Meas. models: y j ¼ H j ð/ 1 ; . . . ; / i ; . . . ; / n ; P ' Þ þ j ð1cÞ DA criterion: min
J ðdg i ; df ' ; j ; q g ; q f ; q Þ ð 1dÞ 144 144
145 To obtain Eq. (1a), the deterministic partial differential equations (PDEs), see Appendix A.1, for 146 / i = u, v, T, . . . ,Z, . . ., p s with i = (1, . . ., n) are modified and manipulated to PDEs with stochastic forcings 147 dg i so as to represent model uncertainties. The rationale chosen and governing equations for the stochastic 148 forcings are in (Section 3). Model parameters (diffusivities, biological rates, etc.), P ' = {K i , R i , . . .} with 149 ' = (1, . . ., p), are also represented by an equation (Eq. (1b)) with stochastic forcings df ' , where C ' are func-150 tionals that describe the deterministic evolution of the parameters with time and space. The resulting Eqs. (1a) 151 and (1b) are here written as Itô stochastic PDEs, e.g. [37, 25] . The state variables / i are related to observations 152 y j (temperature, sea surface height, transmission loss, coastal ocean dynamics application radar data, fluores-153 cence, etc., with j = 1, . . ., m) via measurement operators H j and with stochastic forcings j (Eq. (1c)). The 154 functionals B i , C ' and H j can depend on the values of parameters P ' : e.g., C ' is in general a function of 155 P ' and parameters can be directly measured in H j . The terms df ' in Eq. (1b) thus lead in general to multipli-156 cative noise: e.g., df ' 's that multiply functionals of / i 's in Eq. (1a). Most parameter estimation problems lead 157 to nonlinear estimations and involve multiplicative noise. The DA or melding criterion (Eq. (1d)) involves in 158 general the minimization of a functional J of the stochastic forcings (dg i , df ' , j ) and their a priori statistical 159 properties here denoted by (q g , q f , q ), subject to the constraints in Eqs. (1a)-(1c). This optimization leads to 160 the posterior estimates of / i and P ' :/ i andP ' . 161 If models/data are used as strong constraints, the terms dg i , df ' or d j are null. If they are used as weak 162 constraints, the PDFs of the stochastic forcings are specified and used in Eq. (1d). Importantly, these stochas-163 tic forcings do not need to have a zero mean, but Eqs. (1a)-(1c) can always be written so that they do, by 164 transferring the means to the deterministic terms, B i , C ' and H j . Data-model misfits/residuals refer to the dif-165 ferences between the data and the model estimated values of the data, y j À H j ð/ 1 ; . . . ;/ i ; . . . ;/ n Þ.
166
A number of simple to complex methods have been developed and used for DA in engineering, meteorology 167 and oceanography [3, 80, 61, 70, 40 ]. An overview is presented in Section 3 of [68] , with an appendix that pro-168 vides equations for various methods. Most schemes are derived from estimation theory, control theory (for 169 variational or calculus of variations approaches) or optimization theory (for direct methods). Estimation the-170 ory schemes solve a forward/filtering problem or a smoothing/inverse problem. Control theory schemes solve 171 a smoothing problem. Almost all schemes are linked to a minimization of an error norm or criterion (Eq. 172 (1d)). Many methods are based on least-squares norms.
173
The posterior uncertainties and data-model misfits, and their agreements or discrepancies, are useful to 174 evaluate the assimilation scheme. They also provide the inputs to two essential assimilation feedbacks. First, 175 the types and locations of the observations that are most needed can be determined and their characteristics 176 predicted by adaptive sampling. Second, the model properties that need the most improvements can be iden-177 tified and their characteristics estimated by adaptive modeling [56] . Some DA schemes only require the spec-178 ification of uncertainties for the inputs in Eqs. (1a)-(1c). They do not require an explicit estimation of 179 uncertainties for the outputs, the model field and parameter estimates,/ i andP ' . Presently, the goal is to esti-180 mate such uncertainties explicitly and the corresponding methodology is described and illustrated next. Uncer-181 tainty estimates enhance the DA scheme and allow for adaptive sampling and adaptive modeling.
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183
DA can reduce uncertainties but there always remain some irreducible errors which need to be represented. 184 One usually first identifies the dominant processes that are not accounted for or not resolved and that are 185 expected to impact uncertainties. These are the inputs, the priors, in a Bayesian framework. Uncertainty pre-186 dictions can then be carried out using evolution equations for the error PDFs (of the dynamics and param-187 eters). When observations are made, these PDFs are updated by combining them with the new data values 188 and their PDFs, using Bayes' rule. If everything is linear and Gaussian, Bayes' rule reduces to the Kalman 189 filter. Important properties are the: (i) conditional mean which is the minimum error variance estimate; and 190 (ii) error covariances which are simple but essential components of the error statistics. For complex interdis-191 ciplinary ocean systems, efficient methodologies for the representation, prediction and reduction of uncertain-192 ties using this probabilistic framework is an important research issue. In what follows, we outline some 193 fundamental equations, present the computational method for ocean uncertainty predictions and list some 194 specifics on its implementation. The estimation problem at time t consists of combining all available information on x(t), the dynamics 218 and measurements (Eqs. (2a) and (2b)), their prior distributions and the initial conditions p(x(t 0 )). Defining 219 the set of all observations prior to time t by y tÀ , the conditional PDF of x(t), p(x, t|y tÀ ), contains all of this 220 information and is the solution for the prediction to time t. Because of the oceanic challenges (Sections 1 and 2), estimating the full p(x,t|y tÀ ) for realistic applications is 234 challenging. For efficient sub-optimal estimates, we focus on the conditional mean and error covariance matrix 235 P ¼ Efðx À b xÞðx À b xÞ T g, of initial conditions P(0). Using the Itô rule (e.g. [37, 25] ) and Eq. (3a), the evolution 236 of P in between observations is governed by Eq. (4a), where AEAEae denotes expectations. The update of P at data 237 times t k is derived from Eq. (3b) and given by Eq. (4b), where AEAEae À are expectations over p(x, t|y tÀ ).
241 The evolution of P depends on all moments and on data values prior to t. It is only for linear systems that the 242 covariance evolution does not depend on data values (e.g. [37,44,10] for related studies). For minimum error 243 variance, the goal is to minimize the trace of the a posteriori error covariance P k (+): i.e., find x k such that 244 J k = tr[P k (+)] is minimized using the data up to time t k /t N , [y 0 , . . ., y k /y N ], for the filtering/smoothing problem. 245
There are four important factors in the covariance evolution, the: (i) initial condition P(0); (ii) effects of 246 the deterministic model dynamics on the covariance, first two terms in the RHS of Eq. (4a); (iii) model 247 uncertainties which increase variance, last term in Eq. (4a); and (iv) data impacts which reduce variance, 248 Eq. (4b). A few oceanic uncertainty problems can be addressed with Eqs. (4a) and (4b). The first is the pure 249 prediction problem, in real-time or in hindcast, which starts from realistic initial conditions P(0) [54, 64] . The 250 second is the reanalysis or full assimilation problem, including possibly both filtering and smoothing, which 251 computes uncertainties after the data collection and can lead to close to stationary errors if the observation 252 system is well chosen/adapted. The third is the predictability problem which estimates the time by which the 253 limit of predictability has been reached: i.e., the tr(P) has grown to be as large as that of the variability 254 (entropy-based criteria are also used [42]). Initial errors are then set small and random, white or red in 255 space. 256 3.1.1. Stochastic forcing 257
The stochastic forcings in the model and parameter equations (1) and (2) were chosen additive, uncorre-258 lated to state variables, but correlated in time and space, because the statistics of several natural processes 259 can be approximated this way [37, 27, 26] . Since parameters enter model equations (Eqs. (1a) and (1c) 
(t) = B(t)B(t) T leads to Eq. (2a). 282
The efficient modeling of the time-space noise covariances in Eqs. (5) and (6), according to specific uncer-283 tain sea-processes, is challenging. There are essentially three approaches. The ''empirical'' choice uses the mis-284 fits between deterministic model forecast and observations, and organizes and maps these misfits back to the 285 state space [12], possibly using a dominant singular value decomposition. The ''analytical'' derives stochastic 286 equations for the most energetic deficient processes of the dynamical model (e.g., PE). The ''numerical'' uti-287 lizes notions related to stochastic optimals [22] to estimate what we call model error optimals. Presently, our 288 choice is based on a simple, zeroth order version of the analytical approach, with model coefficients empiri-289 cally estimated from observations. Details are outlined in Appendix A.2. 290 Importantly, what is modeled as a deterministic process or a stochastic process depends on the time and 291 space scales contained in the scale window of interest (Section 1), or in other words, on the applications 292 and questions posed [28] . In ocean modeling, errors due to missing processes and approximate parameteriza-293 tions, boundary conditions and initial conditions are usually much larger than uncertainties due the numerical 294 solutions of the model equations. For the incorporation and propagation of numerical uncertainties in com-295 putational fluid dynamics using polynomial chaos ideas, we refer to [41]. 1d)) that 301 sets the definition of the subspace. The suboptimal truncation of errors in the full space is then optimal. For 302 minimum error variance estimation, the subspace is defined by the ordered eigen decomposition of a normal-303 ized form of the multivariate P, denoted here by P p k for a rank p (Eq. (8)). The corresponding DA criterion is 304 Eq. (9). 305
Er. Subpace: fP
Min. Er. Var.: The multivariate error subspace (ES) is initialized based on a decomposition on multiple scales of uncer-315 tainties [51,54], using historical data and dynamics. Uncertainties at t 0 are assumed to be the dominant uncer-316 tain variability in the initial mean state b x 0 . For parts of this variability, some data are often available. These 317 ''observed portions'' of P p 0 are directly specified from differences between b x 0 and data, or from a statistical 318 model fit to these differences. The ''non-observed'' portions are then computed by dynamical inference, using 319 an ensemble of model integrations (Eq. (2a)). Dynamical cross-covariances adjust these unknown portions to 320 the specified observed ones. The result is an estimate of the initial decomposition E 0 , P 0 ( Fig. 1: left oval) . To 321 create initial states, a random combination of these error modes is added to b x 0 . If the result passes dynamical 322 and data constraints, it is a possible state. 323
At time t k , b x k ðþÞ is perturbed (Eq. (11)) using E k (+) with adequate random coefficients p j k ðþÞ based on 324 P k (+) and dynamical constraints [48] . Random white noise n j k is also added to model the truncated tail of 325 the error spectrum. To evolve fields and uncertainties up to t k+1 ( ðÀÞ and E k+1 (À) 331 of rank p 6 q by singular value decomposition (the operator SVD p (AE) selects the rank-p SVD). The ensemble 332 size is increased and ultimately controlled by convergence criteria. The coefficient q used here (Eq. (14)) in the 333 applications (Section 4) measures the similarity between two subspaces of different sizes. A ''previous'' esti-334 mate (E,P) of rank p and ''new'' estimate ( e E; e P) of rankp P p are compared, using singular values to weight 335 singular vectors. In Eq. (14), a is a scalar (1 À 6 a 6 1) chosen by the user, r i (AE) selects the singular value 336 number i and k ¼ minðp; pÞ. When q is close enough to one, the two subspaces are similar in the variance 337 explained sense. The resulting ( e E; e P) is then chosen as ES forecast for t k+1 : P k+1 (À), E k+1 (À). The dimensions 338 of the ensemble (q) and ES (p) hence vary with time, in accord with data and dynamics. 339
Central fcst:
Conv. Crit.: q ¼
345 Once the ES forecast is completed, the data and their error estimates (Fig. 1: second bottom oval) are em-346 ployed. Data can be acquired by adaptive sampling (Fig. 1: first bottom oval) , e.g. predict the observations 347 that will reduce errors the most [52] . Once data are available, data-forecast misfits are used to correct the pre-348 dicted state by multivariate minimum error variance estimation in the ES (Fig. 1: middle oval) . The results are 349 Eqs. ES Optimal Gain: (Fig. 1: top oval) to correct, based 367 on future data, the past coupled fields and uncertainties (Eqs. (23)- (26)). Starting from the filtering estimate, 368 a statistical approximation to the forward integration of the dynamical model between two data times t k À 1 369 and t k is derived. The approximation is a backward statistical linearization (Eq. (24)) based on the a pos-370 teriori ES at t k À 1 and nonlinear ES forecast at t k . This backward rule is then used to minimize the smooth-371 ing DA criterion, leading to the smoothing estimate (Eq. (23)) and its errors (Eqs. (25) and (26)). Carrying 372 out the smoothing process recursively up to t 0 leads to the smoothed initial fields x 0/N and errors, e.g., E 0/ 373 N ,P 0/N . 374 Filtering Est.: ESSE filtering during ½t 0 ; t N Sm. Est.:
Sm. Gain:
Sm. Err. Cov.:
378
The ESSE numerical schemes corresponding to Fig 1 are relatively complex. Challenges arise due to the: 379 varied ocean geometries; measurement models and diverse data types and locations; and, dynamical models, 380 with multiple state variables and their stochastic forcing. However, many computations are based on linear 381 algebra which allows the use of efficient community packages. Focusing on the implementation, the main 382 version of the system is based on Fortran codes which utilize packages such as Lapack for optimum per-383 formance (on distributed and parallel computers). These codes are managed based on workflows. For exam-384 ple, let us consider the workflow of the uncertainty prediction module. Such predictions currently involve an 385 initialization software to estimate P p 0 . A script is then executed which manages several codes for: (i) the per-386 turbation of the initial mean state, (ii) the subsequent ensemble of stochastic PE model runs, including the 387 successive computations of the SVD of the ensemble spread until a convergence criterion is satisfied, and 388 (iii) the data assimilation. Of course, such script workflows contain different types of variables, including 389 limit values, constants and evolving parameters, which need to be selected by the user. In the future, 390 web-based systems will facilitate the use of such workflows [20] . Considering computational cost, ESSE 
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391 is on average about 10 3 -10 4 times less expensive than classic linear schemes (e.g., Kalman filter/smoother). 392 Without such reductions, real-time and realistic predictions of uncertainties are not feasible with today's 393 computers. 394
Of course, there are several options and heuristics to the ESSE scheme. They include: the parameters setting 395 the amplitude of the initial error conditions; the definition of the ocean forecast from the ensemble; the adap-396 tation of the statistics of n j k based on observations; and, when too small ensemble sizes are used, the optional 397 reduction of error covariances at long distances, based on a Schur product with another covariance.
4. Interdisciplinary applications
399
The applications presented illustrate capabilities of the ESSE computational scheme for oceanic uncertainty 400 estimation and prediction. Data properties and the specifics and scientific results of each application are not 401 discussed in detail. Complete versions of ESSE were utilized in each application but only parts of the whole 402 system are illustrated in each case, with limited methodological overlap. The first application focuses on the 403 estimation of uncertainties for coupled physical-biogeochemical fields. The second outlines the transfer of oce-404 anic physical uncertainties to acoustical fields and shows some physical-acoustical interactions. The last dis-405 cusses real-time physical stochastic ensemble predictions, with assimilation of a wide range of measurement 406 types.
4.1. Uncertainty estimations for physical-biogeochemical fields in Massachusetts Bay
408
Regardless of the computational method used for uncertainty quantification, a challenge for multivariate 409 multi-dimensional fields is the visualization of uncertainties [15] . In addition to pðx; tjy tÀ Þ, the conditional 410 PDF of the full discrete state x (Section 3.1), a PDF can be estimated for each element of x. With the ESSE 411 ensemble, an histogram can be formed at every position and time, for every variable. Fig. 2 illustrates the field 412 of local PDFs of the surface velocity in Massachusetts Bay (Mass Bay) as hindcasted for September 2, 1998, 413 based on 600 realizations. Mean velocity amplitudes and vectors are on Fig. 2a . Local PDF estimates at two 414 critical point locations (point with mean velocity close to 0) are plotted in Fig. 2b . One of the results is that 415 state variables are close to be Gaussian at some locations but not everywhere. Of course, there are multiple 416 ways to visualize uncertainties in oceanic predictions [15] . Ensemble forecasts also need to be evaluated 417 and several evaluation methods are now utilized (see [38, 39] The above physical hindcast was initialized for August 20, 1998. Biogeochemical fields and uncertainties 422 were also initialized for that period (see Section 3.2). To estimate the initial physical-biogeochemical covari-423 ance P p 0 , models (Eq. (2a)) are needed because historical data sets with synoptic physical and biogeochemical 424 measurements are limited. For Mass. Bay, the data available were profiles of temperature, salinity and chlo-425 rophyll-a, as well as a few coarse resolution profiles of nitrate and ammonium. The first two empirical orthog-426 onal functions (EOFs) of these profiles are shown in Fig. 3 . The first EOF is related to variations of T and S 427 that are in opposition of phase (hence limited density variations) and to primary production dynamics (NO 3 428 and Chl). The second EOF is linked to fuller biogeochemical dynamics and salinity variations. Vertical EOFs 429 were combined with dominant horizontal analytical eigenfunctions (not shown) to lead to three-dimensional 430 eigenvectors for T, S, Chl, NO 3 and NH 4 , and their eigenvalues. This ''observed'' decomposition was then 431 used to perturb b x 0 and estimate the ''non-observed'' variability by integration of the prognostic equations 432 of the ''non-observed'' state variables (Appendix A). P p 0 is ultimately estimated from the resulting variability 433 samples. 434 ESSE is started from this dynamically-adjusted P p 0 . The convergence criterion q P a (Eq. (14)) with 435 a = 0.97 was evaluated for every batch of 100 runs and was reached after 600 runs. The resulting uncertainty 436 prediction is shown first (Fig. 4) 
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439 maxima. The D uncertainties are also large on the northern side near Cape Ann due to D sinking and to down-440 welling. For NO 3 , it is largest just below the largest Chl uncertainties and along the coast at depth due to 441 upwelling. Similar comments can be made for NH 4 . 442 The same vertical cross-section is now taken in error covariance field estimates (Fig. 5) . Clockwise, the 443 auto-covariance for Chl is shown first, then cross-covariances between Chl-NO 3 , Chl-S and Chl-v (see Appen-444 dix A.1 for definitions). The location of the maximum in the Chl auto-covariance is the Chl point with which 445 all shown covariances are computed. Should a Chl observation be made at this point, the four fields shown 446 indicate how its ESSE assimilation would impact the Chl, NO 3 , S andv estimates. For each field, the location 447 of the extrema are in accord with expected dynamics. Correlations are stronger with Chl and NO 3 than with S 448 andv. A single Chl observations at that location would have a smaller relative impact on these two physical 449 fields. 
451
The main oceanographic feature in the MAB shelfbreak is a mesoscale front of temperature, salinity and 452 hence sound-speed, separating the shelf and slope water masses (Fig. 6a) . The frontal system is variable on 453 multiple scales. Atmospheric forcing, Gulf Stream rings, river inflows and buoyancy flow troughs, as well 
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454 as tides and internal waves, affect its dynamics. The main in situ data utilized were collected during July 26 to 455 August 4, 1996, over an intensive acoustic domain (Fig. 6b) , as part of the ONR Shelfbreak PRIMER Exper-456 iment [59] . Substantial dynamical model tuning was carried-out to achieve reasonable physical-acoustical sim- 
480
Error standard deviation values for the surface temperature are shown in Fig. 9 . The onset of upwelling, 481 sustained upwelling and relaxation conditions were captured, together with mesoscale variabilities and 482 impacts of dynamics on uncertainties. In particular, field and error evolutions (Fig. 9) indicated that, during 483 relaxation events, energy transfer occurred in the upper-layers, from atmospheric-driven large-scales to mes-484 oscales. The build-up of larger-scale uncertainties during the upwelling periods is also visible in Fig. 9 . Eval-485 uations of real-time forecasts indicated relatively good agreement between data-model misfits and forecast 486 uncertainties. 487
The effects of the stochastic forcings (Appendix A.2) are illustrated in Fig. 10 . A deterministic and stochas-488 tic simulation are started from the same initial conditions and their differences after 1-day of integration are 489 illustrated. The difference maps at 30 m (top of Fig. 10 ) clearly show that sub-grid-scales and sub-mesoscale 490 variability can be statistically depicted by the stochastic terms. Transfer of un-resolved energies to resolved 491 deterministic dynamical uncertainties also occurs. The differences in the vertical (bottom of Fig. 10) show 492 effects of the vertically-varying amplitudes of the stochastic forcings, computed based on data misfits and geo-493 strophic balance. T and S uncertainties are concentrated around the thermocline and halocline while u and v 494 uncertainties are more slowly decaying in the upper 200 m depth. 495 Uncertainties on secondary variables can also be computed with ESSE, in a relatively straightforward man-496 ner. If the computation of the secondary variables is considered exact, it simply involves their evaluations for 497 each ESSE ensemble member. For example, the uncertainty on Lagrangian Coherent Structures (LCS) was 498 computed with Lekien [57] and is illustrated in Fig. 11 , for the August 26-29 upwelling period in 2003. Other schemes that could become useful in realistic ocean DA are based on sequential Monte-Carlo particle 530 methods [18] , many of which differ as a function of the resampling strategy, e.g., genetic resampling or min-531 imum variance branching, see [13, 17] . Other methodologies are based on moment approximations or finite-532 dimensional projections of densities onto manifolds (e.g. [5, 6] ). 533 An essential task in ocean science is the evaluation of models and their improvements. A framework for 534 assessing uncertainties in predictions that arise from uncertainties in underlying models is presented in [33] , 535 focusing mostly on model parameters. The approach can be extended to the estimation of parameterizations 536 and model structures [16, 56] . Several of these schemes are based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 537 techniques and/or expectation-minimization algorithms. Their implementations in realistic ocean models will 538 likely require reductions analogous to those employed in ESSE. 539 6. Conclusions
540
A mathematical and computational approach for comprehensive, data-driven quantifications, estimations 541 and predictions of uncertainties for interdisciplinary ocean dynamics was developed and exemplified. The 542 computational methodology and numerical system, error subspace statistical estimation, is based on a reduc-543 tion of the uncertainties to their largest components and on an approximation to nonlinear minimum error 544 variance estimation. Oceanic concepts were reviewed and classic equations governing the evolution of uncer-545 tainties in the Bayesian sense summarized. Novel stochastic forcing formulations for complex ocean models 546 were introduced and a stochastic-deterministic primitive-equation-based ocean model was presented and uti-547 lized. ESSE capabilities were illustrated in three interdisciplinary data-assimilative applications. The estima-548 tion of uncertainties for physical-biogeochemical fields was carried out in Massachusetts Bay. The transfer ) and the corresponding Lagrangian coherent structure estimates.
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549 of physical to acoustical uncertainties was exemplified in the Middle Atlantic Bight, across the shelfbreak fron-550 tal system. Real-time stochastic ensemble predictions and assimilation of a wide range of data types were illus-551 trated for the Monterey Bay region. 552
The representation, attribution and propagation of errors for four-dimensional interdisciplinary ocean esti-553 mates will require increased theoretical and applied research efforts in the coming years. The complexity of 554 oceanic processes, from turbulent flows to climate dynamics, presents many interesting and challenging issues 555 in uncertainty modeling. A new era of fully interdisciplinary ocean system science, quantitatively combining 556 models and data, is emerging. It will require accurate uncertainty estimates for both measurements and 557 dynamical models. Such estimates are also needed for novel but essential quantitative data assimilation feed-558 backs: adaptive sampling, adaptive model identification and adaptive model reductions and simplifications. 559
Validating uncertainty predictions requires a systematic comparison with observations and involves statis-560 tical studies of data-model misfits. New comprehensive ocean data sets are needed to do so. Currently, classic 561 tools such as the root-mean-square of data-model differences and data-model pattern correlation coefficients 562 are commonly utilized [49] . More advanced statistical schemes [38] are also needed. A variety of uncertainty 563 metrics need to be explored and defined for specific purposes. Automated schemes for field and uncertainty 564 evaluations should be developed by ocean and computational scientists. The derivation and utilization of 565 emerging stochastic ocean models is another important topic. Their statistics should be fit and validated based 566 on processes un-resolved by the deterministic models. 567
Relationships with other modern uncertainty quantification schemes were discussed. A promising research 568 direction involves combinations of ESSE ideas with generalized polynomial chaos approaches, aiming for new 569 efficient methods for adaptive multiscale error predictions. Another research area directly arises from the 570 ESSE scheme which learns errors from data misfits. By extension, uncertainties could thus be represented 571 as the sum of the: (i) field, (ii) its uncertainty, and (iii) the uncertainty on its uncertainty. Fuzzy information 572 theories and imprecise probability theories [76] can then be used. Ocean physics model. The physical variables are temperature T, salinity S, velocity vector u = (u h , w) and 584 pressure p w . For this study, their mesoscale evolution is computed by the PE model (Eqs. (A.1-7 ), see also 585 Section 2) of the Harvard ocean prediction system, e.g. [30] . In Eqs. (A.1-7) , (x,y,z,t = r,z,t) is the position vec-586 tor and time, q 0 the density of a state of reference, g gravity, f the vertical Coriolis frequency, A v and K v ver-587 tical eddy viscosities and diffusivities, and A h and K h their horizontal counterpart (modeled by a scale-588 dependent filter). Atmospheric fluxes from external atmospheric models are imposed at the surface (sometimes 589 with a flux correction). Model parameters and boundary conditions are calibrated based on ocean data and 590 sensitivity studies. A.9) ) governing sound pressure p s whose water-column parameter is the 4D 602 sound-speed field c (Eq. (A.8) ). After Fourier transform over time t, the acoustic pressure P s (r, z; f) (Eqs. 603 (A.10) and (A.11)) is decomposed in the frequency domain into slowly-varying complex envelopes that mod-604 ulate (mode by mode) analytic, rapidly-varying, adiabatic-mode solutions. Given sound speed, density, atten-605 uation rate and bathymetry vertical cross-sections, the acoustic state is obtained by integrating differential 606 equations governing the complex modal envelopes (Eqs. (A.12) and (A.13) 
